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Shows the way to maximum
uptime and profitability

Vibration REPORTS
Interactive service system
Husqvarna P 520D is due for service in
two weeks. Book a service at your dealer
or order the parts you need.
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Get the full picture today.
It will pay off tomorrow.

Husqvarna Fleet Services™ is a management website that gives you an updated, superb overview of your fleet
and staff. Many of our handheld and wheeled machines can be fitted with new, smart technology that records
a variety of work tasks. These facts are transferred automatically and wirelessly to your Husqvarna Fleet Services™
pages. All this gives you the best possible basis for decision making for planning the business ahead, to ensure
high uptime, productivity and – not least – good profitability.

Go from qualified estimates
to indisputable facts.
Sometimes it can be difficult to have complete control over your business. Especially
if the business is growing. That’s why we’ve developed Husqvarna Fleet Services™. So that
you always have all the information you need to make the right decisions for the smartest,
most profitable commercial lawn and garden business. Here are the main features and
benefits of the management website.
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Contributes to a high
utilisation rate.

Planned stops maximise uptime.

Guides to more efficient work.

Machines used intermittently and perhaps by different
work teams make it difficult to plan machinery servicing
optimally. Our interactive service system helps you take
a strategic approach. The system includes a detailed service
plan for each of your machines. You will receive an
automatic notification 25 hours before the next service
interval. Your servicing dealer gets the same message and
is ready to help you. You can then order the spare parts
and do the service yourself, or book an appointment with
your dealer. This maximises the uptime of your machines
and minimises sudden, costly stoppages.

Even very experienced operators can improve the way in
which they work by both reducing strenuous tasks and
working more efficiently. Husqvarna Fleet Services™ provides
active coaching for improved work techniques. A series of
operations is recorded and converted to statistics that will
serve as a sound basis for evaluating your operators’ work.
You may need to review certain work tasks. And some
operators may be in need of further training. In addition
to the work being more comfortable and efficient, a
modified working technique can also provide financial
benefits in terms of reduced fuel consumption and a longer
service life for your machines.

Reduces injury risk,
increases productivity.

Even if all your machines and operators are running at full
speed, this does not necessarily equate to good profitability.
Husqvarna Fleet Services™ provides quick answers on how
productive you really are. You can see how much the whole
fleet or a single machine is being used. Day by day, week
by week, month by month. For many machines, a comparison between engine time and cutting time is made which
shows how efficiently the machines are being used. All this
information will guide you into taking the right actions,
so as to reduce or expand your fleet, possibly minimising
unnecessary transport distances – to create the conditions
for a high utilisation rate and good business.

Vibrations are both tedious and disastrous for productivity.
And operators exposed to vibrations for a period longer
than is deemed acceptable are faced with a risk of injury
and being absent from work. Even though we constantly
strive to reduce vibration levels on our machines, it’s still
important to keep track of vibration exposure. Using our
smart technology, working hours are recorded in conjunction with recommended time for use of each machine.
If an operator tends to work for too long with a machine,
you will automatically receive a notice to this effect. You
can then plan staffing optimally for your daily operations.

What you see is far from
everything you get.
Your start page on Husqvarna Fleet Services™ is like a dashboard of your business. It gives you
an overview in an instant of what is working well and what isn’t. You clearly see what to do in
order to maximise uptime and profitability. But that’s far from everything you’ll find online.
Check out the functions below and you’ll soon understand that this is far from an ordinary
management website.

WEBSITE content:
FLEET PRODUCTIVITY
Machine workday log
Compares engine time with working time,
showing the utilisation rate for a machine,
or the entire fleet.
Machine statistics
Show how each machine is handled,
via percentage of idling, clutching, racing
and working time.
Service books
Consist of detailed service plans.
Enables you to keep track of previous
repairs and services – as well as to
plan coming services.

WARNINGS
AND MESSAGES
Machine messages
You’ll be notified if a machine isn’t
handled properly.
Service messages
Tell you, and your authorised dealer,
approximately 25 hours before a machine
needs service.
Operator messages
Let you know if an operator is not working
optimally with a machine.
Vibration messages
You’ll be notified if an operator tends
to work too long with a machine, in
terms of vibration exposure.

TEAM PRODUCTIVITY

MORE SUPPORT

Operator workday log
Compares real activity time with working
time, showing the productivity level for
an operator, a team or the entire staff.

Library
Consists of many valuable documents,
such as easy accessible, printable pdf
manuals for all your machines.

Operator statistics
Show the operator’s handling of a machine,
via percentage of idling, clutching, racing
and working time.

Spare parts
Access to lists of Husqvarna original
spare parts for your machines.

Productivity follow-up
Enables you to continuously see the
productivity trend for your teams.

There’s even more

Vibration reports
Measure the operator’s working time
and compares it with recommended
working time for the particular machine
that’s being used.

Explore the management website and
you’ll find a lot more useful information
that allows you to boost business.

This is how it works

A flexible subscription
Services™. The

It’s easy to get started with Husqvarna Fleet
dealer
equips your machines with sensors, which records the machines’
usage parameters. You also have an option to purchase so-called
operator electronic id cards, which automatically and wirelessly
will be paired with the machine sensors. The dealer registers your
machines to your management website and provides you with a
login. You connect the supplied base station to the Internet. When
within a range of up to 20 metres from the base station, the sensors
upload the usage data wirelessly via the base station to your pages,
where it’s transformed into easily accessible information that tells
you the exact uptime and productivity for your machines
and operators.

Husqvarna Fleet Services™ is available
by subscription. When you equip a machine
with a sensor, you’ll get a digital service
book. You can then subscribe to Machine
Workday Log and Machine Statistics. If you
equip your operators with id cards, you’re
able to subscribe to Operator Workday Log,
Operator Statistics and Vibration Reports.
You can add or remove services at any time
via your Husqvarna dealer.

